
 

Krishnadas Das Story 
Pamho, AgtSP, 
 
My story is that in 2011 I was run over by a London taxi subsequently spending two months in a 
coma and being left disabled with brain injury, chronic pain, stage four PTSD and a host of other 
physical, emotional and psychological issues. 
 
I was approached by RamNrsmha (RN) (who I believe targeted me as a vulnerable person) as I 
was expecting some insurance payment from the taxi incident. He told me that Rajavidya (RV) was 
returning decent returns in the Forex investments. I have since found out that RN had previously 
been warned not to put anyone else in touch with RV by many devotees including Bhrigupati 
Prabhu due to some investors losing money.  
 
RN introduced me to RV. I told RV that I could not afford to lose any money as I am unable to work 
now, and was reassured by him and his professional presentation including the paperwork you 
have copies of, and RN's stories. I handed over £20,000. I was told that for each extra £20,000 in-
vested, the rate of return increased, and I ended up parting with another three lots of £20,000, a 
sum of approximately £80,000, with the agreement that all monies - investments and profits - would 
be returned twelve months later. He visited me at my house, took prasad with my family, offered his 
obeisance's to our Deities, struck up a relationship with me, my son (13 years old in 2015) and gen-
erally presented himself as a trusted friend. I was taken in by his knowledgeable and personable 
manner. 
 
As you can see from the emails I sent him, it became apparent that he had stopped communicating 
and I realized things had gone wrong. I found out from Vishvambar Prabhu the catalogue of devo-
tees (including Vishvambar Prabhu himself) who had been targeted by RV, often with the help of 
RN, and I was encouraged to go to the police, which I did. I was classed as a vulnerable victim by 
the fraud unit, and a team of psychiatrists and police came to my house, but unfortunately the case 
was not investigated properly, if at all. Vishvambar also put me in touch with Bhrigupati Prabhu and 
I signed up for his class action suit against RV. [Bhrigupati Prabhu, what was my share of the bill for 
that?] 
 
This loss was a serious blow as so many have experienced, but I think that due  to my other issues 
I have been disproportionately affected by this theft.  I approached RN with Vishvambar Prabhu but 
he simply deflected any blame back to me and RV claiming that he too was a victim of RV. RN 
along with another victim had visited RV's family, who are apparently living in poverty in the Portu-
guese countryside at the expense of another devotee, and unaware of RV's whereabouts, rumored 
to be somewhere in Greece. RN is definitely to blame for my predicament as he brokered the deal 
as a close friend of RV and myself, knowing RV had already stolen from others. It may be worth you 
contacting Vishvambar Prabhu to get another view about RV's crimes, he has tried to help many 
other devotees who have suffered at the hands of RN and RV. 
 
I have presented the basic story here, corroborated by the emails, bank statements and copies of 
paperwork including signed agreements, which you have copies of. There are probably things I 
have forgotten and definitely more details but I think the main story has been covered - a vulnerable 
person deliberately targeted by conmen. Please feel free to contact me for clarification. 
 
Thanks for your help. 
 
Hare Krishna 
 
Ys Krishnadas Das 


